Heritability of hippocampal functional and microstructural organisation
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A B S T R A C T
The hippocampus is a uniquely infolded allocortical structure in the medial temporal lobe that consists of the microstructurally and functionally distinct subregions: subiculum, cornu ammonis, and dentate gyrus. The hippocampus is a remarkably plastic region that is implicated in learning and memory. At the same time it has been shown that hippocampal subregion volumes are heritable, and that genetic expression varies along a posterior to anterior axis. Here, we studied how a heritable, stable, hippocampal organisation may support its flexible function in healthy adults. Leveraging the twin set-up of the Human Connectome Project with multimodal neuroimaging, we observed that the functional connectivity between hippocampus and cortex was heritable and that microstructure of the hippocampus genetically correlated with cortical microstructure. Moreover, both functional and microstructural organisation could be consistently captured by anterior-posterior and medial-lateral axes across individuals. However, heritability of functional, relative to microstructural, organisation was found reduced, suggesting individual variation in functional organisation may be explained by experience-driven factors. Last, we demonstrate that structure and function couple along an inherited macroscale organisation, suggesting an interplay of stability and plasticity within the hippocampus. Our study provides new insights on the heritability of the hippocampal structure and function within the hippocampal organisation.

1. Introduction

The hippocampal formation in the medial temporal lobe is involved in numerous functions such as episodic memory (Battaglia et al., 2011, Milner et al., 1998, Squire, 1992), spatial navigation (Burgess et al., 2002), emotional reactivity (Phelps, 2004) and stress resilience (Franklin et al., 2012, Pruessner et al., 2010, Lupien et al., 2009). It is a region highly susceptible to disorder in various neurological and neuropsychiatric conditions, such as schizophrenia (Lieberman et al., 2018), posttraumatic stress disorder (Karl et al., 2006), temporal lobe epilepsy (Bernhardt et al., 2016), and Alzheimer’s disease (Iglesias et al., 2015). Having a three layered allocortex, the hippocampal formation consists of multiple subfields, or zones, starting at the subiculum (SUB) and moving inward to the hippocampus proper; the cornu ammonis (CA), and dentate gyrus (DG) (Palomero-Gallagher et al., 2020, Wisse et al., 2017, Yushkevich et al., 2015, van Strien et al., 2009). These subfields have unique microstructure (Yushkevich et al., 2015, van Strien et al., 2009) and participate differently in the hippocampal circuitry (de Flores et al., 2017), likely implicating different contributions to function (Hodgetts et al., 2017, Berron et al., 2016, Neunuebel and Knierim, 2014). Beyond the internal hippocampal wiring, anatomical projections to isocortical targets vary based on the position within the hippocampal formation (Plachti et al., 2019, Strange et al., 2014). Thus, the intrinsic organisation of the hippocampus relates to its connectivity to the rest of the brain. For example, tracer studies in rodents have shown that the ventral hippocampus is anatomically connected to the olfactory regions, prefrontal cortex, and amygdala, while the dorsal hippocampus is connected to the retrosplenial cortex, mammillary bodies.
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and anterior thalamus (Bienkowski et al., 2018, Cenuziga and Swan- son, 2007). This ventral-dorsal transition in rodents may relate to an anterior-posterior (A-P) axis in humans (Kharabian Masouleh et al., 2020, Nordin et al., 2018). Conversely, hippocampal infolding aligns with a medial-lateral (M-L) axis followed by the subfields, suggesting an- other transitional axis driven by intracortical microstructure (van Strien et al., 2009, Maas et al., 2015). Thus, the hippocampal formation fea- tures two major axes, one from anterior to posterior segments, and the other along its infolding from SUB via CA to DG.

Hippocampal organisational axes can be described using gradients (Margulies et al., 2016). This framework enables continuous representa- tions of the high-dimensional inter-regional patterns, unrestricted by the traditional network boundaries (Bayrak et al., 2019, Langs et al., 2016). Along each gradient axis, voxels/vertices sharing similar con- nectionity patterns are situated close to each other, whereas those most divergent are at opposite ends of the respective axis (Krienen and Sher- wood, 2017). Using this method, hippocampal organisational axes ob- served in the structure of the hippocampus have been reported to be par- alleled by the functional organisation of the hippocampus, as measured in vivo using functional MRI (Genon et al., 2021, Li et al., Vos de Wael et al., 2018). Hippocampal gradients were further associated with its microstructural organisation (Vos de Wael et al., 2018), as well as perfor- mance on memory recollection (Przézdzik et al., 2019) and pattern separation tasks (Li et al), suggesting a link between functional organi- sation of the hippocampus, its structure, and behavioural variability. At the same time, whether hippocampal functional and microstructural orga- nisation axes vary according to genetic factors or rather adapt flexibly as a function of environment is incompletely understood.

There is ample evidence that individual variation on the organisation of the hippocampal formation is shaped by both genetic and environ- mental factors. Indeed, various studies in non-human mammals have indicated unique plasticity of the hippocampal formation associated with its different subfields and underlying microstructural variations (McEwen, 1999, Bannerman et al., 2014). Though studies on genetic and environmental impact on individual variation of hippocampal structure and function in humans are limited relative to work in animal mod- els, various studies have reported subfield heritability (Whelan et al., 2016, Elman et al., 2019, van der Meer et al., 2020). Moreover, genome- wide studies identified single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) associ- ated with hippocampal volumes (Zhao et al., 2019, Hiba et al., 2017, 2015, Stein et al., 2012) showing, in part, unique SNPs for each sub- field and furthermore associated with neuropathology of schizophren- nia (Maller et al., 2012, Warland et al., 2020). Importantly, heritability provides an estimate to what extent genetic and environmental factors may impact a given trait as it provides a, sample specific, upper limit on the amount of variance explained by genetic factors. This is par- ticularly relevant given that the individual variation in hippocampus is likely also partly explained by non-genetic factors. For example, the unique plasticity of hippocampal formation is associated with its dif- ferent subfields and, amongst others, affected by the hormonal levels and stress responses (McEwen, 1999, Bannerman et al., 2014). Such environmentally-induced plasticity has also been shown in humans, such as variation in hippocampal structure due to variation hormonal status (Barth et al., 2016, Szido, et al.) and stress levels (Kim et al. 2015). A second way to reconcile the notion of plasticity and stability reported in the hippocampus is by means of the structural model (Barbas, 2015). This model links isocortical cytoarchitecture and associated connectiv- ity patterns to regional variations in plasticity and stability (Valk et al., 2022, Suarez et al., 2020, Baum et al., 2020, Paquola et al., 2019). In the isocortex, structure-function coupling has been shown to progressively decrease along an axis from unimodal to transmodal regions (Valk et al., 2022, Suarez et al., 2020, Baum et al., 2020, Paquola et al., 2019). Such uncoupling is paralleled by reductions in genetic control from unimodal to transmodal regions (Valk et al., 2022). It is possible that the coupling of microstructure and function in the hippocampus shows meaningful variation along its large-scale axes, and helps to further understand the interrelation between plasticity and stability, or genetic and environ- mental factors, within this allocortical structure.

Here, we studied to what extent hippocampal function and structure is heritable and shows a genetic correlation with the cortex. To do so, we leveraged the multimodal dataset of the Human Connectome Project (Van Essen et al., 2013) to sample resting state functional time series as well as T1w/T2w intensity (as a proxy for intracortical myelination (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011)) in both the hippocampal sub- fields and isocortex. Our method of choice was the connectivity gra- dients approach across all hippocampal subfields rather than network parcellation approaches. Connectivity gradients situate brain areas in a continuous fashion based on their functional connectome patterns, whereas the network parcellations draw sharp boundaries (Krienen and Sherwood, 2017). Indeed, recent work has indicated that the struc- ture of hippocampal subfields is governed by shared genetic factors that differ along anterior-posterior axis but are shared among subfields (Whelan et al., 2016, Elman et al., 2019, van der Meer et al., 2020). Dis- fusion map embedding (Coifman and Lafon, 2006) was used to describe the gradients with the largest axes of variance in functional connectiv- ity and microstructural covariance (Kharabian Masouleh et al., 2020, Vos de Wael et al., 2018). The twin set-up of the HCP data enabled us to quantify both the heritability of these intrinsic functional and mi- crostructural representations, as well as the genetic coupling between hippocampal and isocortical microstructural profiles. Last, we studied the shared organisation of hippocampal function and structure to de- scribe spatial co-variation of structure-function associations along ge- netic hippocampal organisational axes. We performed extensive robust- ness analysis to assess the stability of our findings. Overall, these analy- ses will help to further understand the relationship between the genetic basis of hippocampal organisation and its flexible functional role.

2. Results

2.1. Hippocampal-isocortical functional connectivity is heritable (Fig. 1)

Hippocampal subfields i.e. subiculum (SUB), CA1-3 (CA), and CA4-DG (DG), were delineated automatically using SurfPatch, a previously validated surface-based subfield segmentation algorithm (Caldairou et al., 2016) (Fig. 1A). Resting-state (rs) fMRI time series were extracted along subfield surfaces and isocortical parcels (Glasser Atlas of 360 areas (Glasser et al., 2016)) and correlated to estimate func- tional connectivity (FC). After quality assessment (Fig. 1A), n = 709 participants (395 women, mean ± SD age = 28.7 ± 3.7 y, 176 monozy- gotic twins, 178 siblings without twin status and 355 participants with- out familial relatedness, HCP S900 data release (Van Essen et al., 2013)) were included.

Hippocampal time series were averaged along each subfield (SUB: 1200 × 1, CA: 1200 × 1 and DG: 1200 × 1) and correlated with the iso- cortical time series (360 × 1200) for each subject. The resulting subfield-to-cortex FC measures (360 × 1) were labeled to the cont69 surface (Van Essen et al., 2012). Subfield-isocortical FC measures were mapped using linear and mixed effects models in BrainStat and thresholded at t > 20 to indicate highest connections (https://github.com/MICA-MNI/ BrainStat) (Fig. 1B). Though overall patterns look similar across sub- fields, comparing connectivity we found each subfield to also have unique connectivity patterns (Supplementary Material). The strongest connections were found in the default-mode, somatomotor, visual and limbic areas, across subfields. To evaluate the heritability of isocortical FC, we ran SOLAR (Sequential Oligogenic Linkage Analysis Routines, SOLAR, v8.5.1) (Almasy and Blangero, 1998) heritability analysis on the mean subfield-to-isocortex FC measures (360 × 1) for every isocor- tical vertex across all subjects (n = 709) (Fig. 1C). Heritability scores (r²) indicated that heritability of SUB-isocortex FC was the highest in regions part of sensorimotor (mean r² score: 0.31) and default mode (r² = 0.29) networks (Fig. S1B). A similar heritability profile was observed for CA-isocortex FC, with highest heritability in sensorimotor.
### Hippocampal subfield segmentations and functional connectivity analysis

**A** Hippocampal subfield surfaces were automatically delineated using SurfPatch (Caldairou et al., 2016): subiculum (SUB, blue), CA1-3 (CA, red), and CA4-DG (DG, green). rs-fMRI time series were extracted along the individual subfields and correlated with the time series of the isocortex to obtain the functional connectivity (FC). B. Isocortex-wide FC of SUB (left), CA (middle), and DG (right). Isocortex-wide findings were thresholded at t > 20 to represent the highest connections. C. Heritability ($h^2$) scores of the subfield-isocortical functional couplings throughout the cortex. D. Significance levels of the $h^2$ scores from panel C. Significance level was reported with the multiple comparison corrected p-values (pFDR)). Copper colour denotes pFDR < 0.05 and black colour pFDR ≥ 0.05.

\[ \bar{h}^2 = 0.36 \], default mode $\bar{h}^2 = 0.31$ and dorsal attention $\bar{h}^2 = 0.30$ networks. For the DG-isocortex FC, compared to SUB and CA, we observed a higher heritability in the sensorimotor ($\bar{h}^2 = 0.40$) and ventral attention ($\bar{h}^2 = 0.29$) networks. The significance level of the $h^2$ scores were assessed using a likelihood ratio test (p-values) and then corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR (pFDR) (Fig. 1D). Throughout most of the cortical parcels, the heritability was found to be significant, with an increasing number of significant parcels from SUB towards CA and DG.

### 2.2. Hippocampal functional organisation is moderately heritable (Fig. 2)

Previous studies have reported strong heritability in hippocampal subfield volumes (Whelan et al., 2016, Elman et al., 2019, van der Meer et al., 2020) (Supplementary Table T4). Here, we aimed to evaluate whether the functional organisation within hippocampal subfields was heritable as well. To do so, we first constructed topographic gradients of the hippocampal FC patterns using unsupervised dimension reduction (Vos de Wael et al., 2018, Coifman and Lafon, 2006) (Fig. 2A). Repeating previous work (Vos de Wael et al., 2018), the principal subfield gradient ($G_{1FC}$) presented an A-P axis across hippocampal subfields and explained 42.6% of the variance, whereas the second subfield gradient ($G_{2FC}$) described a M-L axis and explained 15.4% of the variance (Fig. S2A). Anterior hippocampal subfield portions (blue in Fig. 2A) were functionally coupled to sensorimotor, default mode and limbic networks (Fig. 2B, Fig. S2B). Posterior hippocampal subfield portions (yellow in Fig. 2A) were functionally more connected to fronto-parietal, salience, dorsal attention and visual networks (Fig. 2B, Fig. S2B).

Next, we computed the hippocampal-isocortical FC-heritability ($h_{FC}^2$) for every subfield vertex and then decomposed the FC-heritability onto its gradients ($G_{1FC}$ and $G_{2FC}$) (Fig. 2C). Performing the gradient decomposition on the FC-heritability, we aimed to probe a potential organisational axis underlying the heritability patterns of hippocampal-isocortical FC. The principal heritability gradient, $G_{1FC}$, depicted an A-P trajectory in $h_{FC}^2$ profiles for all the subfields. We observed almost identical organisational axes stretching from anterior to posterior subfield portions for $G_{1FC}$ (Fig. 2A) and $G_{1FC}$ (Fig. 2C), although their gradient score loadings were different. However, the secondary heritability gradient, $G_{2FC}$, traversed the M-L axis for SUB, similar to $G_{2FC}$, but did not reveal a clear pattern for CA and DG.

We further obtained the heritability of the A-P and M-L functional gradients ($G_{1FC}$ and $G_{2FC}$) themselves, as represented in Fig. 2A, $h^2(G_{1FC})$ and $h^2(G_{2FC})$, respectively, to assess whether individual variations in local gradient loadings were heritable (Fig. 2D). For all subfields $h^2(G_{1FC})$ was found to be modest to low (SUB: mean: 0.14, range: [0, 0.29]; CA: mean: 0.08, range: [0, 0.32]; DG mean: 0.05, range: [0, 0.27]). Also the second gradient’s heritability, $h^2(G_{2FC})$, was found to be modest to low for all subfields (SUB: mean: 0.05, range: [0, 0.32]; CA: mean: 0.08, range: [0, 0.32]; DG mean: 0.05, range: [0, 0.32]).
mean: 0.09, range: [0, 0.30], CA: mean: 0.06, range: [0, 0.39], and DG: mean: 0.06, range: [0, 0.23]). Moreover, the heritability strength of both functional gradients did not show a clear spatial pattern (Fig. S2C).

2.3. Hippocampal microstructure is highly heritable and shows genetic correlation with the isocortex along its intrinsic organisational axes (Fig. 3)

Having shown that functional connectivity of hippocampal subfields is heritable, but intrinsic functional organisation of subfields is less so, we aimed to evaluate the heritability of hippocampal subfield structure. To do so, we utilised individual T1w/T2w intensity maps to probe microstructure in vivo (Fig. S3). Local T1w/T2w maps were highly heritable across all subfields, reaching up to $h^2 = 0.77$ for SUB (mean ± SD = 0.44 ± 0.15 for SUB, 0.41 ± 0.12 for CA, and 0.43 ± 0.07 for DG) (Fig. 3A). Multiple comparison corrections using FDR reported significant heritability scores across almost all subfield vertices. By adjusting for the mean T1w/T2w as a covariate in the heritability model, we found similar heritability patterns for individual subfields, and both hemispheres (Fig. S4). This indicates that the heritability of subfields was present beyond any mean T1w/T2w intensity variation across individuals.

To evaluate the spatial similarity between local microstructure and functional gradients, we quantified the group-level association between the T1w/T2w and $G_{FC}$ for subfields (Fig. S5A). T1w/T2w maps had the highest correlation with $G_{2FC}$ for the SUB (Pearson’s $r = 0.93$, $p$-value after spatial autocorrelation correction (Burt et al., 2020); $p_{\text{vario}} < 0.001$), and less with the other subfields (CA: $r = 0.23$, $p_{\text{vario}} = 0.02$,...
Fig. 3. Hippocampal microstructural organisation and its heritability. A. Heritability of subfield T1w/T2w profiles ($h^2$(T1w/T2w)) and its significance levels. T1w/T2w maps were strongly heritable across all subfields. p-values were reported after multiple comparison corrections using FDR (copper colour denotes pFDR < 0.05, black pFDR ≥ 0.05). B. Hippocampal-isocortical structural intensity covariance (SiC) was assessed by correlating hippocampal and isocortical T1w/T2w intensity maps across participants and subfields. Shared genetic variations in T1w/T2w intensity maps were assessed by conducting a genetic correlation (GEN) analysis on the SiC. Both SiC and GEN matrices were then decomposed into their gradient representations, separately. C. Gradients of SiC for SUB (left), CA (middle), and DG (right). $G_1^{SiC}$ represents an anterior-posterior (A-P) axis for all subfields, whereas $G_2^{SiC}$ reflects the differential axis of local transitions for individual subfields. D. Variations in SiC across its $G_1^{SiC}$ projected on the isocortex (Pearson’s r-values). Lower r-values (blue) indicate SiC similarity between the anterior subfield portions and isocortex, whereas higher r-values (yellow) that of the posterior subfield portions and isocortex. E. Gradients of GEN for SUB (left), CA (middle), and DG (right). $G_1^{GEN}$ represents an A-P axis for all subfields, whereas $G_2^{GEN}$ reflects the differential axis of local transitions for individual subfields. F. Variations in GEN across its $G_1^{GEN}$ projected on the isocortex (Pearson’s r-values). Lower r-values (dark blue) depict shared genetic influence between anterior subfield portions and isocortex and higher r-values (red) that of posterior subfield portions and isocortex.
DG: $r = -0.01, p_{\text{corr}} = 0.9$). Furthermore, individual-level T1w/T2w and $G_{2\text{FC}}$ correlations were found to be significantly positive across participants for SUB (median $r = 0.72$, $p < 0.005$, one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test) and CA ($r = 0.22$, $p < 0.005$), however not for DG ($r = 0.04$, $p < 0.005$) (Fig. S5B). We also computed the heritability of individual-level correlations ($r (\text{T1w/T2w}, G_{2\text{FC}})$) and found them marginallyheritable in SUB and CA but not DG (SUB: $h^2 = 0.15$ and $p = 0.030$, CA: $h^2 = 0.15$ and $p = 0.011$, DG: $h^2 = 0$ and $p = 0.5$). We further quantified the group-level association between the T1w/T2w and $G_{1\text{FC}}$ (Fig. S5C), that did not result in high associations (SUB: $r = 0.20$ and $p_{\text{corr}} = 0.15$, CA: $r = 0.12$ and $p_{\text{corr}} = 0.19$, DG: $r = 0.37$ and $p_{\text{corr}} = 0.003$). Last, we evaluated whether functional or microstructural axes of hippocampalformation was influenced by age and sex differences (Fig. S6, S7). Age and sex effects were both observed to be significant along the subfield T1w/T2w measures, whereas age factor alone was reported to affect subfield FC measures more predominantly compared to the sex effects.

Then, we evaluated whether there is a genetic correlation between microstructure of hippocampal subfields and that of the isocortex, to probe whether potential co-variation of hippocampal and isocortical microstructure is governed by shared genetic factors. We first correlated vertex-wise subfield and parcel-wise isocortical T1w/T2w maps across all participants ($n = 709$), resulting in a structural intensity co-variation (SIC) matrix (Fig. 3B). Using gradient decomposition, we evaluated intrinsic axes of covariance/genetic correlation within subfields based on their correspondence with isocortical microstructure (Vos et al., 2020). The principal gradient of SIC ($G_{1\text{SIC}}$) revealed an A-P organisational axis across all the subfields (Fig. 3C). We observed a high similarity between $G_{1\text{SIC}}$ and $G_{1\text{FC}}$ profiles (SUB: $r = 0.88$, CA: $r = 0.86$, and DG: $r = 0.88$, $p_{\text{corr}} < 0.001$ for all subfields). The second gradient of SIC ($G_{2\text{SIC}}$) did not represent a converging organisational pattern for the subfields. Evaluating the pattern of correlation between subfield-isocortex SIC and $G_{1\text{SIC}}$, we could assess how hippocampal and isocortical regions spatially relate to each other in terms of their microstructural similarity (Fig. 3D). Anterior hippocampal portions (blue in Fig. 3C) shared more microstructural similarity with the anterior isocortex, in particular anterior frontal and temporal cortex, while the posterior hippocampal portions (yellow in Fig. 3C) were related to visual cortex, lingual and fusiform areas, and sensorimotor cortex for SUB, and visual cortex, lingual and fusiform areas for CA. For the DG, we observed less divergent patterns of subfield-isocortical similarity between its anterior and posterior portions, with anterior portions relating to all of the isocortex except for visual, lingual and fusiform areas which showed a positive relation to posterior parts of DG.

Given that the hippocampal microstructure is highly heritable and shows heritable functional connectivity with the isocortex, we next evaluated whether hippocampal and isocortical microstructure are governed by shared genetic factors. Therefore, we computed genetic correlations (GEN) of the SIC between hippocampus and isocortex (Almasy and Blangero, 1998). Here, assigning the SIC as our phenotype of interest, GEN analysis aimed to identify shared genetic processes underlying the microstructural similarity of hippocampus and isocortex. A high GEN score indicates that the microstructural phenotype of subfield and isocortex are influenced by the same sets of genes (Almasy et al., 1997). Performing a gradient decomposition on the GEN measures, we observed highly similar gradients as in the SIC (Fig. 3E). The principal gradient of the GEN ($G_{1\text{GEN}}$) again displayed an A-P axis for all the subfields (Fig. 3E). Also $G_{1\text{GEN}}$ showed spatial similarity with $G_{1\text{FC}}$ (SUB: $r = 0.67$, CA: $r = 0.41$, DG: $r = 0.75$, and $p_{\text{corr}} < 0.001$ for all subfields). The second gradient ($G_{2\text{GEN}}$) did not reveal a consistent organisational axis within each subfield, but rather varied between subfields. Analogous to SIC, we then investigated the correlation between hippocampal-isocortical GEN variations and $G_{1\text{GEN}}$ (Fig. 3F). Indeed, patterns were largely mirroring those observed in SIC, indicating that the structural intensity covariance between hippocampus and isocortex is largely concordant with genetic patterning.

### 2.4. Coupling of hippocampal subfield function and microstructure (Fig. 4)

Last, we studied the shared organisation of hippocampal function and structure to evaluate whether regions with similar microstructure in hippocampus and isocortex also show a functional connection as predicted by the structural model. To do so, we computed the coupling of microstructure covariance and functional connectivity between the subfield and isocortex at each vertex of the subfields. Second, to probe whether the similarity of microstructure and functional profiles varied along the respective subfields’ intrinsic functional and structural axes, we computed the degree of hippocampal organisational axes’ similarity using the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) (Fig. 4). For SUB, we found a dominant pattern of A-P axes shared by $G_{1\text{FC}}$, $G_{1\text{GEN}}$, $G_{1\text{GEN}}$, and $G_{2\text{GEN}}$. However, the M-L axes, reflecting variation in local T1w/T2w and $G_{2\text{FC}}$, best described the coupling between microstructure and function ($R^2 = 0.35$), with lateral regions showing moderately positive coupling and regional microstructures showing low coupling. For CA, coupling rather followed a posterior (high) to anterior (low) pattern, corresponding to $G_{1\text{FC}}$, $G_{1\text{GEN}}$, $G_{1\text{GEN}}$, and $G_{2\text{GEN}}$ ($0.33 < R^2 < 0.64$). Last, for DG we found moderate variation in coupling, which showed a spatial relation to $G_{1\text{FC}}$, $G_{1\text{GEN}}$, $G_{1\text{GEN}}$, and $G_{2\text{GEN}}$ ($0.30 < R^2 < 0.49$). Here, posterior regions showing increased and anterior regions showing decreased coupling between microstructure covariance and functional connectivity.

### 3. Discussion

The hippocampus is a densely interconnected region where stability and plasticity coincide. Building on emerging work describing the coalescence of anterior-to-posterior and medial-to-lateral gradients of function and microstructure in the hippocampal formation in vivo (Plachti et al., 2019, Vos et al., 2018, DeKraker et al., 2021, Pagula et al., 2020), we describe the heritability of hippocampal functional and structural organisation as well as its genetic relationship with the isocortex. First, we found that functional connectivity of hippocampal subfields to isocortex was heritable. However, intrinsic functional organisation of hippocampal subfields showed only marginal heritability. At the same time, we found that spatial variations in subfield T1w/T2w intensity maps, serving as a marker for myelin-related microstructure (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011), were heritable and topographically related to local subfield functional organisation. Exploring the covariance of local hippocampal and isocortex microstructure, we found they consistently followed an A-P axis, with anterior subfield regions relating to anterior frontal and temporal cortex, whereas posterior subfield regions relating to visual and inferior temporal areas. These patterns were genetically correlated, indicating that microstructure of the subfields underlie shared genetic influences with the isocortex. Last, evaluating the similarity by the structure-function coupling in the hippocampal subfields along intrinsic hippocampal axes, we found lateral/posterior regions to be highly coupled, whereas anterior/medial regions were uncoupled. In sum, our work illustrates the heritability of hippocampal microstructural and functional organisation, and genetic correlation with the isocortex.

To study the heritability of subregional functional and microstructural organisation of the hippocampal formation, we automatically segmented the hippocampal formation via a subfield and surface-based approach (SUB, CA, and DG) (Caldairou et al., 2016), which has been previously validated in both healthy individuals and those with hippocampal pathology (Bernhardt et al., 2016). Such surface-based approaches improve anatomical alignment across individuals (DeKraker et al., 2021). In the current work, we could replicate previously established hippocampal-cortical FC organisation across subfields. To preserve within-subfield interactions, we implemented the gradients approach on an across-all-subfields functional connectome (FC). This way, we obtained low-dimensional representations of hippocampal connectivity gradients in a purely connectome-driven and continuous fash-
Fig. 4. Hippocampal structural-functional coupling maps and associations among organizational axes. A. SUB: Subfield vertex-wise coupling map between hippocampal-isocortical functional connectivity (FC) and structural intensity covariance (SiC) (upper panel). Higher coupling values (Pearson’s r) denote an association between FC and SiC, whereas lower coupling values display a dissociation between them. Spatial similarity between hippocampal organisational axes ($G_1 - G_2$, $G_1 - G_2$, $G_1 - G_2$, coupling and T1w/T2w maps) is denoted by the coefficient of determination $R^2$. High $R^2$ values (red) indicate a strong spatial alignment between the organisational axes, whereas low $R^2$ values (grey) an unalignment. Panels B. and C. display coupling maps and $R^2$ values for CA and DG, respectively.
ion. Although connectome gradients were obtained across all subfields, as they still represented subfield variations. For instance, the primary gradient emphasised A-P transitions (long axis (Strange et al., 2014, Brunec et al., 2018, Chase et al., 2015, Poppenk et al., 2013)) in all subfields, whereas the secondary gradient depicted M-L separations (transverse axis (Plachti et al., 2019, Maass et al., 2015, Henriksen et al., 2010)) predominantly for SUB, and indeed not for CA and DG. Also, the gradient decomposition of the FC-heritability itself delivered A-P profiles across all the subfields that highly resemble the A-P distribution of molecular hippocampal gradients as shown by Vogel et al., 2020. Second, as in previous work, the M-L axis was found to align strongly with the microstructural proxy, particularly for the SUB and to a lesser extent in CA. In sum, we could replicate previous work (Vos de Wael et al., 2018) and again observe that specialisation of the long axis was preserved in all subfields, whereas the transverse axis indicated a link between intrinsic FC and microstructure, particularly in SUB.

Extending previous work describing mean axes of microstructural and functional organisation of hippocampal subfields, we investigated whether individual variation in hippocampal organisation was partly attributable to genetic factors. Previous molecular genetics studies have shown that hippocampal subregions as well as whole-hippocampal volumes exhibit strong heritability (Whelan et al., 2016, Elman et al., 2019, van der Meer et al., 2020). Moreover, genome-wide studies identified single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) associated with hippocampal volumes (Zhao et al., 2019, Hibar et al., 2017, 2015, Stein et al., 2012) showing, in part, unique SNPs for each subfield and furthermore associated with neuropathology of schizophrenia (Maller et al., 2012, Warland et al., 2020). Here, we extended this work by studying the heritability of subtle variations of microstructure and function within subfield surfaces, as well as their link to the isocortex. We observed highest heritability within the subfield microstructure proxy (T1w/T2w) and lowest for the A-P and M-L functional hippocampal gradients. Indeed, the heritability of both functional gradients was moderate to low, indicating that individual variation within functional gradients did not vary strongly as a function of genetic proximity of individuals. The variance explained by the functional gradient along the M-L axis, although they are topographically meaningful, was fairly low. This could reduce the ability to detect a significant heritability. At the same time, we found that heritability of subfield-isocortical FC was again organised along an A-P axis, indicating that anterior and posterior portions of hippocampal subfields have distinct and heritable relations with the isocortex. Moreover, we found that the functional M-L gradient correlated strongly with T1w/T2w microstructure along the hippocampal subfield surfaces, which, in turn, was highly heritable. It is possible that the intrinsic, heritable, structural axes within the hippocampus scaffold a more flexible functional organisation. Indeed, environmentally induced brain changes may be interpreted as a degree of aberration from the heritability, i.e. the less heritable a brain region/metric, the larger the potential environmental influence (Valk et al., 2022, Armatkeviciute et al., 2021, Haak and Beckmann, 2019). It is thus possible that the low heritability of functional organisation of subfields reflects these variations, attributable to environmental effects and associated with hippocampal plasticity.

T1w/T2w intensity measures require careful consideration while interpreting the microstructure. T1w/T2w is a proxy for the myelination degree rather than being a direct biomarker for the cortical microstructure. However, although a direct relationship between cortical myelin and T1w/T2w measures has not yet been fully explained, there is subtle evidence for the T1w/T2w intensity revealing the myelin differentiation (Glasser et al., 2016, Assem et al., 2020, Ganzetti et al., 2014, Glasser and Van Essen, 2011). Of note, the T1w/T2w intensity also reflects the iron- and water-density, cytological variations such as dendritic arborization, cell size and cell density (Burt et al., 2018, Lorio et al., 2016, Stüber et al., 2014). Previous work examining the gradients of the microstructural profile covariates built upon T1w/T2w measures showed that 1) the T1w/T2w intensity contrasts follow an A-P topography embedded in the cortex (Paquola et al., 2019), and 2) this topography resembles a differentiation of mean myelin content from sensory towards fronto-polar areas (Vogt and Vogt, 1928). Also, the T1w/T2w values were shown to follow R1 changes in HCP S900 sample (Vos de Wael et al., 2018), which is the inverse of quantitative T1 relaxation times (R1 = 1/qT1) and were furthermore projected in a difference dataset including healthy controls and epilepsy patients to explain the association between microstructural damage and a neuropathology (Bernhardt et al., 2018).

Overall, our observations on heritability of functional and structural axes, functional connectivity with the cortex and genetic correlation between hippocampal microstructure and isocortical structure illustrate how inherited genetic factors contribute to the hippocampal formation and association with the cortex at the level of the individual. Heritability is the proportion of variance in a population of a trait explained by inherited genetic variants. It is a measure that provides an estimate of the upper limit of how well we can predict a trait based on the genetic profile of an individual. As such the measurement of heritability provides a first estimate to what extent genetic and environmental factors may impact a given trait. Importantly, heritability is a feature of the population and not of an individual. Moreover, heritability is reduced when there is measurement error, but also as a function of non-genetic factors impacting variation across individuals. Consequently, the observed reduced heritability of hippocampal functional organisation may not mean that the hippocampus is weakly influenced by the genetic information, but rather that individual variation could not be accounted for heritable effects evaluated in our twin model. Rather it means that individual differences in functional gradients may be largely explained by non-genetic factors, such as variations of cognitive state, stress-levels or neuroendocrine levels (Kim et al., 2015, McEwen, 1999). Recent work in functional connectomics has indicated that the intrinsic FC in the isocortex may reflect more trait-like than state-like features (Gratton et al., 2018). Nevertheless, it is still possible that the captured variability in hippocampal functional organisation may reflect more state-like features, also taking into account that the hippocampus is a region that is considered particularly plastic (Cooper et al., 2018). Next to effects on cognitive state on hippocampal function, hippocampal structure and function have been reported to be susceptible to variation hormonal status (Barth et al., 2016, Zsido, et al.) and stress (Kim et al., 2015, McEwen, 1999), factors that likely differ between twins at a given time point. In line with these observations, we found subtle co-variations between age and sex and hippocampal functional and structural organisation (Kim et al., 2015, McEwen, 1999), possibly suggestive of long-term hormonal plasticity effects as well as experience-driven plasticity effects. Future work may expand on our heritability analyses by studying in more detail how environmental factors may impact hippocampal organisation in humans. For instance, feeding machine learning algorithms with heritability measures and hippocampal connecome gradients, a prediction of the behavioral capacity and therefore the individual differences could be possible. Also, evaluating the genetic impact on hippocampal dysregulation, we could understand hippocampus associated neuropathologies better. This would enhance detecting diseases at early stages and moreover suggest employing prophylactic treatments accordingly.

As the internal wiring of the hippocampus relates to its connectivity to the rest of the brain, we evaluated the genetic relationship between subfield surface microstructure and isocortical microstructure. To do so, we probed the covariance between hippocampal subfields and isocortex microstructure (structural intensity covariance, SIC), and their genetic correlation. SIC emphasises the morphological similarity among brain regions, with high covariance between two regions across individuals indicating these regions share maturational and genetic trajectories (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013). Although the decomposed SIC and genetic correlation measure originated from the T1w/T2w maps, its low dimensional components depicted similar spatial organisation to that of the functional maps. The primary covariance gradient revealed an A-P axis for all the subfields, which was mirrored by a highly similar
gradient based only on the genetic correlation between local subfield and isocortical microstructure. This indicates a distinction between microstructure of anterior and posterior regions of hippocampal subfields based on its genetic similarity with the isocortex, which was found to be mirrored in its functional organisation in the current sample. Regions in anterior parts of the subfields showed a genetic similarity with anterior frontal and temporal cortex, whereas those in posterior parts of the subfields showed a genetic similarity with posterior occipital-temporal regions. Earlier studies have presented an isocortex-wide A-P topography derived from cortical thickness morphology (Valk et al., 2020), microstructural profile covariance (Paquola et al., 2019), and grey matter volumes (Khabriani Masouleh et al., 2020). The isocortical A-P topography resembles a frontal-polar differentiation of myelin density (Burt et al., 2018, Cahalane et al., 2014) and shows spatial similarity with a cortical functional gradient traversing between the transmodal to unimodal axis (Cahalane et al., 2014, Fornito et al., 2019). In line with our observation that morphometric similarity of hippocampus and isocortex is genetically determined (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2019, Chen et al., 2013), the concordance of genetic similarity between the A-P subfield axis and A-P isocortical axis has been previously reported using transcriptomic data (Vogel et al., 2020). Thus, the internal, heritable, organisation of hippocampal subfield microstructure has a genetic correlation with isocortex, which spatially co-varies with its functional organisation.

Beyond similarities, we also observed differences in subfield-isocortical genetic associations, both in the primary and secondary covariance and genetic correlation gradient. For example, we found a clear differentiation between genetic relationships of hippocampus and isocortex along the anterior-posterior axes with posterior regions of CA, showing only little association with temporal-occipital regions, and SUB showing a clear distinction between anterior subfield regions and its correspondence to anterior frontal/temporal cortex and posterior subfield regions and its correspondence to temporo-occipital and sensory regions. Moreover, the second genetic correlation gradient varied strongly between SUB, CA, and DG, suggesting to vary rather as a function of subfield infolding. This may relate to the subfield specific neurodevelopmental trajectories. For example, the CA - Ammon’s Horn - is one of the first brain regions to develop in the prenatal period (Whelan et al., 2016, Taupin, 2007). Conversely, the SUB extends its maturation towards the postnatal period (Jabès et al., 2011). Finally, DG maturation exceeds the postnatal period (Insauti et al., 2010), possibly underscoring posterior parietal associations. Thus, timing of pre- and post-natal development may be reflected in the genetic similarity patterning between subfields and their association with the isocortex. Non-genetic factors such as lifestyle impact the brain and behavior, also referred to as an experience-dependent plasticity in neuroanatomy (van Prag et al., 2000). Such factors may also modulate hippocampal structure and functional development. For example, a recent study using genome-wide DNA methylation sequencing - a technique to mark gene activation patterns associated with cellular aging - showed that mice retained a ‘younger’ dentate gyrus under stimulating living conditions than those from low-stimulus environments (Zocher et al., 2021). A direct translation of animal findings on hippocampal neurogenesis is not possible, however, there has also been evidence for human hippocampal development affected by early-life experiences (Smith and Polliak, 2020). Chronic stress exposure in early childhood is linked to reduced hippocampal volume (Hanson et al., 2015, Teicher et al., 2018) and associated with behavioral deficits such as poor learning processes (Gorka et al., 2014). Detecting the T1w/T2w ratios in veterans, another study depicted a higher myelin content following posttraumatic stress disorder in young adults (Chao et al., 2015).

Lastly, to understand whether hippocampal function and structure covary along genetic organisational axes, we assessed local coupling maps of structural and functional subfield-isocortical profiles. Evaluating differences between structural and functional organisation, we found that coupling between structure and function was highest in posterior/medial portions of the hippocampal subfields, whereas anterior portions were uncoupled. Moreover, the coupling of hippocampal microstructure and function shows covariation with intrinsic functional and structural axes that we showed to align with genetic correlation to the isocortex. In particular, in the hippocampus, we found that posterior regions have a predominant structural and functional association with unimodal cortical regions whereas anterior regions are linked to transmodal cortex, similar to previous reports (Paquola et al., 2020, Vogel et al., 2020). Thus, mirroring observations in the cortex (Valk et al., 2020, Baum et al., 2020), it may be that portions of the hippocampus associated with posterior/unimodal regions show more similarity between structure and function than those related to transmodal areas such as anterior frontal and temporal cortex. Functionally, the anterior hippocampus has been reported to participate in associative memory processing (Buzsáki and Tingley, 2018), in which DMN is also involved and known to be integrating with parietal and temporal lobes for episodic memory retrieval (Wagner et al., 2005). Conversely, the posterior hippocampus is suggested to be a mediator for spatial memory encoding (Fanselow and Dong, 2010), in which parietal cortices (Save et al., 1992) and attention and salience networks are recruited (Corbetta and Shulman, 2011). Together, the divergence observed in subfield heritability of functional organisation and structure may reflect a differentiable role of heritable and experience-dependent variance across individuals, with more uncoupled portions of the hippocampus enabling more flexible forms for cognitive processing, an important hypothesis for future studies to examine.

Overall, though the sample size of the current work was sufficient to investigate effects of heritability above $h^2 > 0.3$, maximum likelihood models used to model heritability in the current work improve their estimates with larger samples. Thus, future studies using comparable neuroimaging methods in larger samples may help gaining further insights into the heritability of hippocampal microstructural and functional covariation. Moreover, the present approach is limited to hippocampal functional connectivity with the isocortex, although hippocampus is highly likely connected with the subcortex such as amygdala (Phelps, 2004) and nucleus accumbens (Kahn and Shohamy, 2013). Future studies might reveal other large-scale topographic patterns emerging from hippocampus to subcortex connectivity and search whether these patterns have heritable correspondence. Also, the microstructural covariance between hippocampus and isocortex was restricted by the T1w/T2w ratio as an indirect in vivo marker of myelin. Instead, including a more direct myelin biomarker (Weiskopf et al., 2013) and combining it with other microstructural features such as cortical thickness, surface area, folding and gyriﬁcation elucidate a more detailed hippocampal structure (DeKraker et al., 2020). Additionally, the within subﬁeld variation should be further clarified with the subﬁeld gene distribution proﬁles to emphasize whether subﬁelds are distinct in terms of gene expression levels (Vogel et al., 2020). Identifying the subﬁeld speciﬁc genes and therefore the protein transcription might clarify the functional and structural properties governed by the genetic information. Moreover, heritability is not a static marker but rather varies across samples and age-ranges, therefore, future studies may evaluate changes in heritability as a function of age in additional samples.

In sum, we showed that hippocampal subfields are organised along heritable posterior-to-anterior and medial-to-lateral axes which show a genetic link to isocortical functional and structural organisation. Though the current work focussed on functional organisation described by gradient 1 and 2, together explaining 58% of eigenvariance in the functional connectome, future work may gain increased insights of hippocampal organisation by studying also more subtle patterns crossing A-P and M-L axes. As another potential implication of gradients, one may evaluate the association between maturational axes in cortical structure and divergent functional proﬁles along the hippocampal formation. This may provide an important step to better understand how the anatomy of the hippocampus supports its unique and versatile function.
4. Materials and methods

4.1. Participants

We leveraged the HCP S900 data release (Van Essen et al., 2013) with \( n = 898 \) subjects with resting-state fMRI sessions and high-resolution structural images. Participant recruitment procedures and informed consent forms, including consent to share de-identified data, were previously approved by the Washington University Institutional Review Board as part of the HCP. The current research complies with all relevant ethical regulations as set by The Independent Research Ethics Committee at the Medical Faculty of the Heinrich-Heine-University of Duesseldorf (study number 2018-317).

The quality assurance (QA) was based on the following exclusion criteria: (i) subjects with anatomical anomalies or tissue segmentation errors listed in the HCP issues (\( n = 47 \)), (ii) subjects with missing four resting-state fMRI scan sessions (\( n = 69 \)), (iii) subjects with poor hippocampal subfield segmentation quality (\( n = 42 \)), and (iv) subjects whose functional connectome (FC) differed from the group level FC (\( n = 31 \)), as a necessity for the gradient analysis (see section Functional Connectivity and Gradients). For the QA step (iii), we first segmented hippocampal subfields: subiculum (SUB), CA1-3 (CA), and CA4-DG (DG) along the structural images using a patch-based surface algorithm (SurfPatch) (Caldaraiou et al., 2016). Then, all subfield delineations underwent a visual inspection by Dr. Sofie Valk (SLV), Şeyma Bayrak (SB), and Reinder vos de Wael (RW). There remained \( n = 709 \) participants (395 women, mean ± SD age = 28.7 ± 3.7 years) accessible for our study. Among the 709 participants included in this study, there were 176 monozygotic twins, 178 siblings without twin status and 355 participants without familial relatedness. All QA steps and analysis scripts used in this study are available at https://github.com/CNG-LAB/cngopen/tree/main/hipcampus.

4.2. Neuroimaging Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

Details of the HCP neuroimaging protocol and processing pipelines are available at (Glasser et al., 2013). In brief, we extracted T1-weighted (T1w) and T2-weighted (T2w) images available in the HCP initiative, which were all acquired on a 3T Siemens Skyra scanner. T1w images were acquired using a three-dimensional magnetization prepared rapid gradient-echo (3D-MPRAGE) sequence (0.7 mm isotropic voxels, matrix = 320 × 320, 256 sagittal slices, TR = 2400 ms, TE = 2.14 ms, TI = 1000 ms, flip angle = 8°, iPAT = 2). Two T2w images were acquired with identical geometry (TR = 3200 ms, TE = 565 ms, variable flip angle; iPAT = 2). Resting-state fMRI images were acquired using a multi-band accelerated 2D-BOLD echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (2 mm isotropic voxels, matrix = 104 × 90, 72 sagittal slices, TR = 720 ms, TE = 33 ms, flip angle = 52°, mb factor = 8, 1200 volumes/scan). The fMRI data was collected at two sessions (1, 2) and in two phase encoding directions at each session (left-right [LR] and right-left [RL]), resulting in four resting-state fMRI datasets in total ([LR1], [RL1], [LR2], [RL2]).

Preprocessing steps for the structural MRI images included gradient nonlinearity correction, brain extraction, distortion correction and co-registration of T1w and T2w images using rigid body transformations. Then, an intensity nonuniformity correction was performed using T1w and T2w contrasts (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) and subcortical structures were segmented using FSL FIRST (Patenaude et al., 2011). Subsequently, preprocessed images were nonlinearly registered to the MNI152 template and cortical surfaces were reconstructed with FreeSurfer v5.3.0-HCP (Dale et al., 1999, Fischl, Sereno and Dale, 1999a, Fischl et al., 1999b). Finally, the individual cortical surfaces were registered to the Contest69 template (Van Essen et al., 2012) using MSMA11 (Glasser et al., 2016).

Preprocessing of rs-fMRI images included corrections for the gradient nonlinearity, head motion and distortion. The images were then aligned to the T1w space using rigid-body and boundary-based registrations together (Greve and Fischl, 2009). The transformation matrices from this alignment step and that of the earlier T2w to T1w alignment were concatenated and applied to the rs-fMRI images at a single interpolation step to warp rs-fMRI images to the MNI152. Further processing in MNI152 space included bias field removal, whole brain intensity normalisation, high pass filtering (> 2000 s FWHM) and noise removal with the ICA-FIX procedure (Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2014).

4.3. Hippocampal Subfield Segmentation

We used the SurfPatch algorithm (Caldairou et al., 2016) to automatically delineate the hippocampal subfields of all participants: subiculum (SUB), CA1-3 (CA), and CA4-DG (DG). The automated delineation was carried out on the minimally processed T1w neuroimaging data in the MNI152 template space, using a validated multi-template surface-patch algorithm (Caldairou et al., 2016). SurfPatch was previously trained on another brain dataset of a multi-contrast and sub-millimetric MRI data at 3 Tesla, which included manual hippocampal subfield delineations (Kulaga-Yoskovitz et al., 2015). In previous work, Caldaraiou et al., 2016 have reported the association between accuracy and T1 image resolution. Overall, higher associations between manual and automated volumes are found based on sub-millimeter T1 as compared to millimeter level T1, yet differences in correlation are marginal (Caldairou et al., 2016). Dice overlap between automated and manual segmentations were above 81.10 ± 3.86 %. The current work used T1 maps with a resolution of 0.7 mm isotropic voxel, and projected functional maps of 2.0 mm isotropic voxel.

SurfPatch performs a spherical harmonic shape parametrization and point distribution model of the surfaces (Stynner et al., 2006). The medial sheet representations of hippocampal subfields were generated by running through each subfield’s core using a Hamilton-Jacobi approach (Kim et al., 2014) to minimise partial volume effects due to feature sampling. Furthermore, the spherical harmonic parametrization was propagated from the outer shell to the medial sheet for a better match of vertex-correspondence across individuals based on shape-inherent information. Resultant CA surfaces consisted of 10242 vertices and both DG and SUB surfaces of 5762 vertices. Next, CA, DG, and SUB surfaces were further downsampled to 2048, 1024, and 1024 vertices, respectively. All subfield segmentations generated by the SurfPatch underwent a visual inspection and are available upon request. The visual inspection reports from the previously published vos de Wael et al. 2018 were included for \( n = 399 \) subjects, and Dr. Sofie Valk (SLV) and Şeyma Bayrak (SB) inspected further the remaining \( n = 499 \) subjects in the S900 data release.

4.4. Isocortex and Subfield Time Series

We mapped medial sheet meshes and volumetric resting-state fMRI data to native T1w space. Time series were sampled at each hippocampal and cortical mid-thickness vertex (Glasser et al., 2016). Hippocampal surface features were smoothed using a Gaussian diffusion kernel with 5 mesh units as FWHM in all subfields and isocortex. Sampling was carried out in a native T1w space to minimise the interpolation. Cortical time series were averaged within a previously established multi-modal parcellation scheme of the Glasser Atlas of 360 areas (180 regions per hemisphere) (Glasser et al., 2016). Surface-based time series were smoothed using a Gaussian diffusion kernel with 5 mesh units as FWHM.

4.5. Functional Connectivity

For every participant separately (\( n = 740 \), we computed the linear correlation coefficients between isocortex-wide time series (360 × 1200) and hippocampal subfield time series for SUB (1024 × 1200), CA (2048 × 1200), and DG (1024 × 1200). This resulted in a isocortex wide functional connectivity (FC) map (360 × 1) for every subject and subfield.
We obtained group-level reference FC maps for every subfield by averaging individual FC maps across participants. We further profiled the similarity of individual FC maps to the reference FC maps by means of simple correlation (Fig. S1A). Participants with a lower degree of similarity (r < 0.45) to the reference map were excluded (n = 31). Finally, the FC map of the isocortex to each hippocampal subfield for the remaining 709 participants was mapped using linear and mixed effects models in BrainStat (https://github.com/MICA-MNI/BrainStat).

4.6 T1w/T2w Maps and Structural Intensity Covariance

To study microstructural features of the hippocampus, we used the ratio of T1- over T2-weighted (T1w/T2w) image intensities. We resampled native T1w/T2w images to the MN152 space and mapped them to hippocampal subfield surfaces (SUB, CA, DG) using Connectome Workbench (v1.4.2, volume-warped-field-resample and volume-to-surface-mapping tools) (Marcus et al., 2011). To assess the quality of T1w/T2w intensities projected on the hippocampal subfields, we obtained the mean T1w/T2w intensity distributions of all participants for potential outlier detection (Fig. 2A, Fig. S3C). We computed the structural intensity covariance (SIC) by correlating hippocampal and cortical T1w/T2w intensity maps resulting in 1384 x 1384 matrix for SUB, 2408 x 2408 matrix for CA, and 1384 x 1384 matrix for DG.

4.7 Heritability and Genetic Correlation


In brief, heritability (i.e. narrow-sense heritability h²) is defined as the proportion of the phenotypic variance (σ²p) in a trait that is attributable to the additive effects of genes (σ²a), i.e. h² = σ²a / σ²p. SOLAR estimates heritability by comparing the observed phenotypic covariance matrix with the covariance matrix predicted by kinship (Almasy and Blangero, 1998, Kochunov et al., 2019). Significance of the heritability estimate was tested using a likelihood ratio test where the likelihood of a restricted model (with σ²a constrained to zero) is compared with the likelihood of the estimated model. Twice the difference between the log likelihoods of these models yields a test statistic, which is asymptotically distributed as a 50:50 mixture of a χ² variable with 1 degree of freedom and a point mass at zero (Almasy and Blangero, 1998, Kochunov et al., 2019). We quantified the heritability of i) hippocampal-isocortical functional connectivity patterns, ii) hippocampal subfield gradients, and iii) T1w/T2w intensity maps. We included covariates in all heritability analyses including age, sex, age x sex, age² and age² x sex. Quantitative variables are mean-adjusted in SOLAR, avoiding collinearity for age squared effects.

To estimate if variations in T1w/T2w intensity maps between hippocampus and isocortex were influenced by the same genetic factors, a genetic correlation analysis was conducted. Genetic correlations indicate the proportion of variance that determines the extent to which genetic influences on one trait are shared with genetic influences on another trait (e.g. pleiotropy). In SOLAR, the phenotypic correlation (ρp) was decomposed through bivariate polygenic analyses to estimate genetic (ρg) and environmental (ρe) correlations using the following formula: ρp = ρg√h²g + ρe√(1 − h²g)(1 − h²e), where h²g and h²e are the heritability estimates of the vertex-based values in hippocampus and isocortex (Almasy et al., 1997, Glahn et al., 2010). The significance of these correlations was determined (similar to heritability analyses) by likelihood ratio tests comparing a model in which ρg was constrained to zero (no shared genetic effect) and constrained to 1 (complete pleiotropy) (Almasy et al., 1997, Glahn et al., 2010).

4.8 Hippocampal-Isocortical Functional Connectivity Heritability

Hippocampal time series were averaged across subfield vertices, yielding mean time series for SUB: (1 x 1200), CA: (1 x 1200), and DG: (1 x 1200) and for every subject. The subfield mean time series were then correlated with that of the cortex (360 x 1200). This approach resulted in mean subfield-to-isocortical FC matrices (mean SUB-isocortex: (360 x 1), CA-isocortex: (360 x 1), DG-isocortex: (360 x 1). Having saved the mean subfield-isocortical FC for every subject (n = 709) and every cortical vertex (360), we ran SOLAR heritability analysis along Glasser vertices FC values (709 x 360). SOLAR runs the heritability analysis for each vertex by taking the familial relatedness (HCP pedigree files) into account, i.e. whether an FC value of the given Glasser vertex is heritable. At the end, having the heritability scores for 360 Glasser parcels, we labeled them to conte69 template (Van Essen et al., 2012) for the cortex visualizations in Fig. 1C.

4.9 Connectivity Gradients

Using the diffusion embedding algorithm, we generated low-dimensional representations of hippocampal-cortical FC, namely the gradients. For every participant separately (n = 709), we computed the linear correlation coefficients between isocortex-wide time series 360 x 1200 and hippocampal subfield time series for SUB (1024 x 1200), CA (2048 x 1200), DG (1024 x 1200) to identify the FC matrices. Subfield-to-isocortical FC measures were concatenated across the subfields, yielding a hippocampal-isocortical FC map (4096 x 360) for every subject. Averaging FC matrices across all subjects (n = 709), we obtained a group level FC matrix. We used BrainSpace (Vos et al., 2020) to derive connectivity gradients from the group-level FC matrix using diffusion map embedding (normalised angle kernel, 90th percentile thresholding for sparsity, and diffusion time estimation of α = 0.5) (Coifman and Lafon, 2006), similarly to those identified by Vos et al., 2018.

Along each single gradient (4096 x 1), hippocampal vertices that share similar connectivity patterns have similar embedding values. The first and second gradients explained 58% of the total variance in the subfield FC matrix (Fig. S2A). Having validated the gradient representations of hippocampal subfields at the group-level, we computed the individual-level gradients for every participant. Subsequently, individual gradients were aligned to the group-level gradients using Procrustes alignment to be scaled onto a common embedded connectivity space.

4.10 Gradients of Subfield Functional Connectome Heritability

To probe the organisational axis of heritability scores itself, we derived the gradient decomposition of FC-heritabilities along subfields. We computed i) the subfield-to-cortex FC matrix, 2) the heritability of this FC matrix (h²FC), and 3) the gradient decomposition of the FC-heritability (G1(h²FC) and G2(h²FC)). FC was obtained for each subject (n = 709) and subfield (SUB-cortex: 1024 x 360, CA-cortex: 2048 x 360, and DG-cortex: 1024 x 360), separately. We ran SOLAR heritability analysis for every FC value from every subfield vertex to cortical vertex, resulting in heritability of FC, (h²FC), for SUB: (1024 x 360), CA: (2048 x 360) and DG: (1024 x 360). We then concatenated these data arrays across subfields, that yielded a h²FC matrix of size (4096 x 360). This heritability matrix was then decomposed into its gradients, resulting in the primary and secondary gradients of FC-heritability, G1(h²FC) and G2(h²FC), respectively.
4.11. Structure-Function Coupling along Subfields

To “coupling”, we evaluated the degree of spatial overlap between hippocampal microstructural intensity covariance (SiC) and functional connectivity (FC) measures per subfield vertex. The SiC was computed by correlating the T1w/T2w measures between hippocampus and cortex across all subjects, which yielded a covariance matrix of size \((4096 \times 360)\). The FC was computed by correlating the time series between hippocampus and cortex, which yielded a connectivity matrix of size \((4096 \times 360)\). For every subfield vertex, we obtained the SiC array from that vertex to all cortical vertices (\(360 \times 1\)), and FC array from the same vertex to all cortical vertices (\(360 \times 1\)). We then correlated these two arrays (Pearson’s r) to quantify the degree of spatial overlap between the SiC and FC profiles. This degree of spatial overlap was then called as “coupling”, i.e. a higher coupling value indicates a high overlap between SiC and FC measures for a subfield vertex, whereas a low coupling (or “uncoupling”) depicts a low overlap. Similar approaches have been used by VDalk et al., 2022, Vázquez-Rodríguez et al., 2019.
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